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ABSTRACT

COULD GEM-DIOL LIKE GROUPS CONFER CHIRALITY?

“True chirality” was defined by Barron [1] as the behaviour exhibited by systems that exist in two distinct enantiomeric states that are interconverted by space inversion, but not by time reversal combined with any proper 
spatial rotation, statements that discards the possibility of calling chiral to systems which are specular images, but that can be interconverted by rotation of some bonds. In the last years, it has been a subject of study the 
inherent optical activity of certain functional groups, such as the disulfide and amide groups ubiquitous in peptides and proteins, for which the chain folding modifies its planar structure and  hinders its free rotation, making 
them optically active [2,3]. Under specific conditions, the gem-diol groups or any other structural motifs containing a tetrahedral  R1R2XY2 (where X=C, Si... and Y=OH, OMe, OEt, SH...; with R1 and R2  Y), which are not 
superposable with their specular images, could show a similar behaviour.  Thus, even when rotation is not hindered, the presence of gem-diol like groups in chiral systems drastically affects the VCD spectral profile calculated 
theoretically.  The election of one possible orientation of  these groups or its specular image in the definition of the theoretical model of the system, would result in the calculations of VCD bands with opposite signs, just like 
both were proper enantiomers. Considering that the use of theoretical calculations of the VCD and ROA spectra is essential to elucidate the absolute configuration of chiral molecular systems using vibrational spectroscopy 
techniques, special care has to be paid when designing the theoretical model of such systems, if gem-diol like groups are present. In this work, we report some examples of the influence of the presence of this sort of groups 
in the theoretical estimation of the VCD spectra of some selected molecular systems.

Theoretical VCD spectra of  gem-diol like systems

It is well known that the VCD spectra are a consequence of the differential absorption of the 
left and right circularly polarized radiation by the molecular systems, giving a spectral profile 
formed by a series of positive and negative bands which sign is inverted in the case of two 
enantiomers.  In this way, no signal must be detected both in experiments perfomed over a 
non-optically active species or in a experiment involving racemic mixtures, in which case the 
signal of both enantiomers would be cancelled.

1. L. D. Barron, Chem. Phys. Letters, 123, 423-427 (1986), 2. L. Bednárová, P. Bour, P. Malon, Chirality, 22, 514-526 (2010), 3. L. Bednárová, P. Malon, P. Bour, Chirality, 19, 775-786 (2007).

The figure below shows two conformations of the dimethylsilanediol molecule (DMSDIOL), differing only in the relative orientation of the OH groups (being, therefore, specular images).

Conformer CI Conformer CI’

Both conformers are interconverted by the rotation
of some bonds, and  both represent energetically
equivalent minima on the potential energy surface
of the molecule.

G (Kcal/ mol)

B3LYP/ 6-31G*
CI -326933,9

CI’ -326933,9

The next figure show the theoretical VCD spectra (B3LYP/ 6-31G*) calculated for the two
conformers of the dimethylsilanediol molecule. 

This behaviour it is shown not only for the silanediol group, but also by molecular systems 
which containing a molecular motif like R1R2XY2 (where X=C, Si... and Y=OH, OMe, OEt, SH...; 
with R1 and R2  Y), for instance, the dimethyldimethoxysilane molecule.

As can be seen, the bands in 
the VCD spectra of CI and CI’ 
have values of A with opposite 
signs.

Theoretical VCD spectra calculated at the B3LYP/ 6-31G* level for the two
conformers of the dimethylsilanediol molecule.

Nevertheless, in this sort of molecules, the free rotating of OH or OMe groups, would made them optically inactive (no signal would be expected in their experimental VCD spectra). Thus, we 
have studied a theoretical molecular model of chiral system containing a silanediol group (N-((dihydroxy(methyl)silyl)methyl)formamide) in which the OH groups positions are fixed  due to the 
occurrence of intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Under these circumstances a new stereocenter (the Si atom) appears. 

G (Kcal/ mol)

B3LYP/ 6-31+G*

RR -457440,7

SS -457440,7

RS -457441,2

SR -457441,2

Both pairs of enantiomers have 
the same energy, having 
enantiomers RS and SR the 
lowest energy.

Subsequently, the theoretical VCD spectra of the four conformers have been calculated at the B3LYP/ 6-
31+G* level.

Theoretical VCD spectra calculated for the four conformer into study at the B3LYP/ 6-31+G* level.

As can be seen, the
VCD spectra of the
two pairs of 
enantiomers have
opposite signs.

Conformer CI Conformer CI’

G=-376334,7 kcal/ molG=-376334,7 kcal/ mol Theoretical VCD spectra calculated at the B3LYP/ 6-31G* level for the two
conformers of the dimethyldimethoxysilane molecule.

Potential energy surface of the DMSDIOL molecule theoretically calculated at the B3LYP/ 6-31G* level.
 Denotes dihedral angle.

A comparison of the VCD spectra between the pairs of diasteromers is shown below.

Theoretical VCD spectra calculated for the four conformer into study at the B3LYP/ 6-31+G* level.

From this pictures we can conclude that the stereochemistry of the 
silanediol group affects to the theoretical VCD spectral profile of the 
species.
The influence of the silanediol group can be gathered from the 
different profiles calculated for the VCD spectra of diasteromers RR 
and SR, or those for diasteromers RR and RS. 

CONCLUSIONS
It has been theoretically demonstrated that  the silanediol like groups may present  optical activity whenever the free rotation of  OH groups is  hindered.  An interesting result  of this study is 
that this kind  of structural motifs  would not only affects the experimental  VCD spectral profile of previously chiral systems, but also that the gem-diol like systems would produce  a VCD 
spectrum by themselves. Moreover, for the first reason pointed  out, both  configurations of the OH groups have to  be considered when  designing the theoretical model used for the 
determination of the absolute configuration  of the system under study.
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Conformer RR Conformer SS

Conformer RS Conformer SR
First and second stereocenter refers to silicon and carbon, respectively.


